
How to use the Sporttraxx FIA/22 Reconnaissance Tracker

Collection 
The tracker will  be delivered at administrative checks or at  the start of  the first  stage,
depending on the rally schedule.
The tracker will be provided in ON status and cannot be turned off by the competitor at any
time for the duration of reconnaissance.  
Any attempt to turn off the tracker will be reported to the Stewards.

Installation
Remove the protection film of the special NanoGel adhesive.
Stick the tracker in any clean corner of the windscreen, inside the car, in a way that it can
be easily seen from outside, facing the button and leds to you.
Marshalls and officials might check the correct positioning of the tracker at the start of the
stages or randomly anywhere along the stages. 

SOS and OK Messages
The recce tracker can also send SOS and OK messages

             OK 

• Press and hold the OK/SOS button for 2 seconds 
• When one vibration is felt release the button
• Your OK message has been sent

SOS 

• Press and hold the OK/SOS button for 7 seconds
• After the OK vibration you will feel 2 more vibrations
• Release the button. Your SOS message has been sent

The reception of your SOS request is acknowledged by 5      
vibrations. Please call also the emergency number of the event.

Removing the tracker 
Twist and pull the the tracker from the windscreen.  NanoGel leaves no residues on the
glass

Return the tracker
At the end of the recconaissance, please return the tracker as per rally schedule.  
Missing to return the tracker on time,  will be reported to the Stewards. 
Tracker must be ON.

Missing the recconaissance
Please report if, for any reason, you are interrupting the recconaissance earlier  or if you
are not going for it at all. That will avoid possible reports to the Stewards.

Thank you for your cooperation!


